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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a Havisdorff linear topological space. A 
basis of subspaces for V is a sequence of 
subspaces of V such that for every x in V, there is a 
unique sequence t*n^n=l such that 
00 
V 
^ U ^n • 
n=l 
Bases of subspaces were introduced by Grinblyum in 
[6] and have been extensively studied by McArthur and his 
students. Note that a summation basis can be considered to 
be a basis of subspaces [M •> where each M is one 
n^n=l n 
dimensional. 
It is known that many of the theorems concerning 
summation bases have analogues in the theory of bases of 
subspaces. For example, the weak basis theorems of [1], 
[2], and [3] hold true for bases of subspaces if each 
is closed [11]; the characterization of reflexivity of a 
Banach space in terms of a boundedly complete and shrinking 
basis given by James in [7] is true for a basis of subspaces 
if each is reflexive [I5]. 
Surprisingly enough, most of the proofs of theorems 
involving a basis of subspaces do not use the M^'s but 
consider instead a sequence of linear projections defined 
in terms of the M^'s. Let ^n=l ^ basis of 
subspaces for V. For each n, define by 




is the expansion of x in terms of the elements of the 
M^'s. The uniqueness of the expansion guarantees that each 
is a linear projection of V onto and that P^P^ 
is the zero operator if n m. The sequence of partial 
sum operators associated with the basis f^n^n=l the 
sequence (Sn^n=l defined by 
n 
S n  =  I P i -
i=l 
Each is a linear projection of V onto the span of 
n 
U M. . 
i=l ^ 
Further, for each n and m, j and for 
each X  in V, 
lim SI (x) = X .  
n-oo 
5 
If each is continuous (equivalently, if each is 
continuous). fM 1°° , is called a Schauder basis of 
' ^ n n=i 
subspaces for V or a Schauder decomposition for V. 
The theorems concerning bases of subspaces usually 
utilize only the properties of the partial sum operators 
associated with a basis of subspaces. In this dissertation 
we abstract the properties of these operators to get the 
following definition: 
Definition I.l. Let V be a Hausdorff linear 
topological space and let {S^ : d € D} be a net of linear 
projections of finite range on V. V is said to be an 
operator basis—O.B.—(resp. dual operator basis—D.O.B.) 
for V provided 
(1) for each x in V, the net {S^(x) : d € D} is 
bounded and converges to x; 
(2) whenever e > d (resp. 
whenever e > d); 
(3) if {Xj} is a net in V which converges to x, 
and if 
lim S^(Xj) = yg 
] 
uniformly on d in D, and if 
4 
then S^(x) = for all d in D. 
If each is continuous, {S^,} is said to be a 
Schauder O.B.—S.O.B.—(resp. Schauder D.O.B.—S.D.O.B.)* 
If, in addition, is uniformly bounded on bounded sets, 
{S^} is said to be an u.b.S.O.B. (resp. u.b.S.D.O.B.), If 
{S^} is equicontinuous, is said to be an e-S.O.B. 
(resp. e-S.D.O.B.). 
Some comments are in order about the various parts of 
Definition I.l. In most of the work that follows, the 
assumption that each has finite dimensional range is 
not essential. In particular, this condition could be 
replaced in Chapter II by the assumption of closed range 
and in Chapter III by the assumption of reflexive range. 
However, it seems doubtful that such a general theory has 
any useful applications and the assumption of finite range 
considerably simplifies the proofs of several theorems. 
Note that {l}, where I is the identity operator on V, 
satisfies all the conditions of Definition I.l other than 
the finite range condition. 
The pointwise boundedness condition in (l) does not 
arise in the definition of basis of subspaces because a 
convergent sequence is automatically bounded—in fact, it 
5 
is totally bounded. As we shall see, this mild-seeming 
condition has powerful implications. Roughly speaking, 
one can say that the structure of a space with a S.O.B. or 
S.D.O.B. is determined by the structure of its bounded sets. 
Condition (2) for O.B.'s says that the ranges of the 
S^'s are directed by inclusion. Condition (2) for D.O.B.'s 
says that the null spaces of the 's are directed by 
containment. Note that the sequence of partial sum opera­
tors associated with a basis of subspaces satisfies both of 
these conditions. 
Condition (j) replaces the uniqueness of expansion 
condition for a basis of subspaces. The relationship 
between (3) and the uniqueness of expansion condition is 
made precise in Theorem II.1. 
In Chapter II, we consider conditions on V which will 
guarantee that an O.B. or D.O.B. for V is a S.O.B. or 
S.D.O.B. for V. The corresponding results for summation 
bases are in [ll]. 
In Chapter III, we deal with applications of S.O.B.'s 
and S.D.O.B.'s to the duality theory of locally convex 
spaces. Note that if {S^ : d 6 D} is a S.O.B. (resp. 
S.D.O.B.) for V, then {S^ ; d 6 D] is a S.D.O.B. (resp. 
S.O.B.) for V* if V* is endowed with the weak* 
topology. (This relationship justifies the use of "dual" 
in "dual operator basis".) 
6 
The main result of Chapter III is that a locally convex 
space with a S.D.O.B. is semi-reflexive if and only if the 
S.D.O.B. is shrinking (Definition III.7) and boundedly 
complete (Definition III.4). The corresponding theorem for 
Schauder.bases in Banach spaces was proved by James in [?]. 
Retherford [14] established the "if" part of the theorem 
for Schauder bases in locally convex spaces, and he proved 
the "only if" part for Schauder bases in complete, reflex­
ive spaces. 
Theorems III.11, III.12, and III.14 discuss the 
duality between shrinking S.O.B.'s and boundedly complete 
S.D.O.B.'s. In [4], Dubinsky and Retherford prove III.11 
and III.12 and a restricted variant of III.14 for Schauder 
baees in locally convex spaces. 
The other results of Chapter III are structure theorems 
for locally convex spaces with a S.O.B. or S.D.O.B. These 
theorems generalize the best known results for Schauder 
bases. A typical example is Theorem III.5, which shows 
that a space with a boundedly complete e-S.D.O.B. is 
complete. In [4], Dubinsky and Retherford show that a 
space with a boundedly complete e-Schauder basis is 
sequentially complete. 
In Chapter IV we restrict our attention to Banach 
spaces. The most important results of this chapter are 
Theorem IV.2 and Corollary IV.6. Theorem IV.2 shows that 
7 
every separable Banach space which has a D.O.B. admits a 
Schauder decomposition into finite dimensional subspaces. 
Corollary IV.6 shows that a separable Banach space which 
admits an O.B. {S^ : d € D) with 
lim ||S,1| = 1 
d 
must also admit a Schauder decomposition into finite 
dimensional subspaces. We think that the technique of 
infinite compositions of linear operators used in Theorem 
IV.2 (and in Theorem IV.5) is of special interest, although 
it does not seem to have been exploited previously. 
As an application of Theorem IV.2, we get an easy 
proof of the Michael and Pe/czynski result [I3] that if K 
is a compact metric space, C(K) is a TT^ space. The 
proof utilizes the fact that if K is a compact Hausdorff 
space, then C(K) admits a very special kind of S.D.O.B. 
(Theorem IV.8). 
Throughout this work we use the notation and termi­
nology of [9I. Particularly in Chapter III, we continually 
reference the results of [9], so the reader will probably 
find i(t convenient to have this book on hand when reading 
Chapter III. We also use the following notation throughout 
this dissertation. V represents a Hausdorff linear 
topological space over the real or complex field. If S is 
8 
a linear operator on V, R(S) denotes the range of S and 
ker(s) denotes the null space of S. "O" is used for the 
null vector of a linear space. "I" denotes the identity 
operator. If A is a subset of a linear space, sp A 
denotes the linear span of A. If A is a subset of a 
topological space, X, cl A denotes the closure of A in 
X. "If and only if" is ordinarily abbreviated to "iff". 
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II. WEAK BASIS THEOREMS 
Theorem II.1 justifies the assertion that O.B.'s and 
D.O.B.'s generalize the concept of finite dimensional bases 
of subspaces. 
Theorem II.1. Let t^n^n—1 ^ sequence of linear 
operators on a linear topological space V. Then î^n^n=l 
is both an O.B. and D.O.B. for V iff ^^n^n=l the 
partial sum operators associated with a finite dimensional 
basis of subspaces for V. 
Proof. To go one way, suppose that ^^n^n=l both 
an O.B. and D.O.B. for V. Let = R(S^), 
= R(S^ - (n > l). Note that each is finite 
dimensional. C^n^n-l representing, because if x € V, 
00 
X = lim Sjj(x) = Sj^(x) + ^ (Sn - (x). 
" n=2 
We show that this representation of x is unique. Suppose 
that 
00 
* = I Xn' 
n=l 
where x„ € M^. 
n n 
Let U be a neighborhood of O in V. 
10 




converges, there is N such that if N _< n < m, 
m I ==k « 
k=n+l 
It follows that 
j n 
S„( % xj - I . 
i=l i=l 
uniformly on n. We conclude from I.l (5) that 
n 
Sn(*) = A *1' 
i=l 
for all n. Thus S^(x) = and (S^ - S^_^)(x) = x^, 
for n > 1. 
To go the other way, suppose that (^n^n=l the 
partial sum operators associated with a finite dimensional 
basis of subspaces for V. fSn^n=l obviously satisfies 
conditions (l) and (2) of I.l. Let {x^}, x, and tyn^n=l 
be as in (5) of I.l. Since R(S^) is finite dimensional 
11 
for each n, R(S - S ,) is finite dimensional for each 
' ^ n n—1 
n > 1. In particular, these subspaces are closed. Thus 
€ RfS^) and for n > 1, 
Yn - ^ n-l = (®n " • 
But 
00 
% . lim . Yi + I y„ - y„.i, 
^ n=2 
so that y^^ = 5i(x) and y^ - = (S^ - for 
n > 1. From this it follows that y^ = S„(x), "or all n. 
•' n n^ '  
QED 
The following lemma provides most of the machinery for 
deriving the so-called "weak basis" theorems for O.B.'s 
and D.O.B.'s. The lemma is a straightforward generalization 
of Lemma 2 in [11]. 
Lemma II.2. Let (V,T) be a [locally convex] linear 
topological space. Let {S^ : d € D} be a [weak] O.B. or 
a [weak] D.O.B. for V. Then there is a linear topology T' 
for V such that 
(1) T c T' ; 
(2) CS^ : (V, T') - (V,T) : d 6 D] is eguicontinuous; 
12 
( 5 )  if (V,T) is locally convex, so is (V,T') ; 
( 4 )  if (V,T) is metrizable, so is (V,T') ; 
( 5 )  if (V,T) is complete or quasi-complete (bounded 
Cauchy nets are convergent) or sequentially 
complete, then so is (V,T'), 
Proof. Let L be a local base of closed, circled T 
neighborhoods of 0. If T is locally convex, let each 
member of L be convex. Let L' = {u* : U € L}, where 
u- = n s-i(u) . 
d6D ° 
McArthur's proof of Lemma 2 in [11] shows that L' is a 
local base for a linear topology, T', on V, and that 
(1), (2), and (5) are satisfied. (4) is satisfied because 
if T is metrizable, L can be chosen to be countable, so 
that L* is countable. We show that (5) holds. Suppose 
that (V,T) is complete (resp. quasi-complete; resp. 
sequentially complete). Let {x^ : a € A} be a T'-Cauchy 
net (resp. bounded T'-Cauchy net; resp. T*-Cauchy sequence). 
By (1), {Xg} is T-Cauchy (and T-bounded if {x^] is 
T'-bounded), and thus T*-converges to, say, x. Since {x^} 
is T'-Cauchy, it follows from the definition of T' that 
{SD(XA) : a € A} is T-Cauchy, uniformly on d € D. Thus 
13 
T - lim S^(x^) 
exists for each d € D, and in fact uniformly on d € D 
[hence weakly uniformly on d € D]. Let 
Yd = T - lini Sa(Xa). 
We show that {y^ : d € D} [weakly] converges to x. 
Let K be a [weak] neighborhood of 0 in (V,t). 
[Let J be a weak neighborhood of 0 such that J + J c K. ] 
Let U € L such that U + U + U c K [such that U + U c= J. ] 
Let N € A such that if a > N, x - x^ € U. Choose N' € A 
such that if a > N', S^^x^) - y^ € U, for all d € D. 
Fix a € A such that a follows both N and N'. Choose 
M € D such that for d > M, x^ - S^(x^) € U [such that 
x^ - S^(x^) € J]. Then if d > M, 
X - y^ = (x - x^) + (Xg - S^(x^) + (Sa(Xa) " ^d^ ^ 
Cy^} [weakly] converges to x. It follows from l.l, (3) 
that S^(x) = y^, for all d € D. But [S^^x^) : a € A} 
T-converges to y^C^ S^(x)) uniformly on d € D, so it 
follows from the definition of T' that {x. 1 T'-converges 
cl 
to X .  QED 
14 
Theorem II.3. Let {S^ : d € D} be a weak S.O.B. for 
a locally convex space V. Suppose either that is 
u.b. and V is évaluable, or that V is barrelled. Then 
{S^} is an e-S.O.B. for V. 
Proof. Either hypothesis guarantees that is 
equicontinuous. Now {S^(x) : d € D] is eventually x if 
X  € U R(S,) , 
d€D 
so {S^ : d € D} converges pointwise to the identity 
operator, I, on the subspace 
U R(S,) . 
d€D * 
Since is equicontinuous, it converges pointwise to 
I on 
ell" U R(S,)1 = weak-clF U R(S,)] = V. QED 
^dÇD ^ a J 
Theorem II.4. An O.B. (resp. a D.O.B.) in a complete 
linear metric space is an e-S.O.B. (resp. an e-S.D.O.B.). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma II.2 and the open mapping 
theorem. QED 
15 
Theorem II.5. A weak O.B. for a Frechet space is an 
e—S.O.B. 
Proof. Lemma II.2 and the open mapping theorem imply 
that the elements of the O.B. are continuous. The desired 
conclusion then follows from Theorem II.3. QED 
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III. APPLICATIONS TO DUALITY THEORY 
In this chapter we let V be a Hausdorff, locally 
convex, linear topological space. Endow V*, the dual of 
V, with the strong topology s(v*,v). Recall that a local 
base for V* is {B° : B is a bounded subset of V}, where 
B° = {f 6 V* : lf(b)l < 1, for all b € B} . Alternatively, 
V* has the topology of uniform convergence on bounded 
subsets of V. 
If P is a continuous linear operator on V into V, 
define P* : V* -* V* by P*(f) = f op. p* is necessarily 
continuous on V* [9, p.204, 21.6]. If {S^ : d € D} is a 
S.D.O.B, for V, let 
Y = U R ( S * ) ,  
d€D ° 
and let Y be the strong closure of Y in V*. Note that 
Y, and hence Y, is a linear subspace of V*. 
One of the most interesting duality-theory results 
concerning Schauder bases in Banach spaces is the theorem 
of James [%] which shows that a Banach space with a Schauder 
basis is reflexive iff the basis is both shrinking 
(Definition III.7) and boundedly complete (Definition III.4). 
More recently, Retherford [14] has related the semi-
reflexivity of a locally convex space to the existence of a 
17 
shrinking and boundedly complete Schauder basis for the 
space. The main results of this section. Theorems III.I5 
and III.17, show that a locally convex space with a S.D.O.B. 
is semi-reflexive iff the S.D.O.B. is both shrinking and 
boundedly complete. Theorem III.I5, when applied to 
Schauder bases, generalizes the best known results of this 
kind (see [4] and [l4]). 
Singer [I6] noted a duality between shrinking and 
boundedly complete Schauder bases. If î®n^n=l the 
partial sum operators associated with a Schauder basis for 
a Banach space V, then C^n^n=l shrinking iff 
{S*}~_i is a boundedly complete basis for V*; ^^n^n=l 
is boundedly complete iff is a shrinking basis for 
Y, Dubinsky and Retherford [4] extended this result to 
Schauder bases in certain kinds of locally convex spaces. 
Theorems III.11, 111.12, and III.14 verify that under 
reasonable conditions on V (which are satisfied whenever 
V is quasi-complete and évaluable), there is a duality 
between shrinking and boundedly complete S.O.B.'s and 
S.D.O.B."s. 
The following three known lemmas are useful for obtain­
ing the results of this chapter. 
Lemma III.l. Let {P^ ; i € j} be a uniformly bounded 
family of continuous linear operators on V into V. Then 
18 
{P* : i € J} is equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let be a basic neighborhood of 0 in 
V*. Since B is bounded and {P^ : i € j) is uniformly 
bounded, C = {P^(b) : i € J, b € B} is bounded in V. 
Hence C° is a neighborhood of 0 in V*. We assert that 
P^[C°] c B°, for all i 6 J. Suppose that f € i € J, 
and b € B. Then lP^(f)(b)l = |f(P^(b))| < 1^, since 
P^(b) € C. Hence Pj(f) € B°, and thus {Pj : i € J] is 
equicontinuous. QED 
Lemma III.2. Let V be sequentially complete and let 
{P^ : i € J} be a pointwise bounded family of continuous 
linear operators on V. Then {P^ : i € J} is uniformly 
bounded. 
Proof. Immediate from [9^ p.105, 12.4]. QED 
Lemma III.?. A semi-reflexive space is sequentially 
complete. 
Proof. Immediate from [9, p.l90, 20.2]. QED 
Definition III.4. Let {S^ : d € D} be a S.D.O.B. for 
V. {Sjj} is boundedly complete iff for each bounded net 
{x^ : d 6 D} in V satisfying S^(x^) = x^, for all 
e < d, there is x 6 V such that S^^x) = x^, for all 
d Ç D. 
19 
Of course, the statement in the above definition that 
S^(x) = x^, for all d € D is equivalent to the statement 
that is convergent. 
Theorem Let : d 6 D} be a boundedly 
complete e-S.D.O.B. for V. Then V is complete. 
Proof. Let V~ be the completion of V. For each d 
in D, let be the continuous extension of to V~. 
Note that {S^ : d € d} is equicontinuous (see [9, p.58, 
5.5 ff.]), so since it converges to I pointwise on V, 
it converges to I pointwise on cl(v) = V . Now 
R(S^) = R(S^), because the latter is finite dimensional 
and hence complete. Thus if y is in {S^(y) : d € D} 
is a bounded net in V which converges to y. Obviously 
if e < d, Sg(S~(y)) = S~(y). But since {S^ ; d € D} is 
boundedly complete, {S^(y) : d € D] must converge in V. 
In other words, y is in V. QED 
Remark III.6. It follows from Theorem III.5 and [9, 
p.192, 20.4] that if V is évaluable and has a boundedly 
complete u.b.S.D.O.B., then V is barrelled. 
Definition III.7. Let {S^ :d€D} beaS.O.B. (resp. 
a S.D.O.B.) for V. CSjj] is shrinking iff : d € D} 
is a S.D.O.B. (resp. a S.O.B.) for V*. 
20 
Theorem III.8. Let {S^ : d 6 D} be a shrinking S.O.B. 
or S.D.O.B. for V. Then fs^} is uniformly bounded. 
Proof. For each f € V*, {S^(f):d€D} is bounded, 
hence for each f € V*, {fos^:d €D} is uniformly bound­
ed, hence [S^ : d € D} is uniformly bounded. QED 
Remark III.9. Theorem III.8 and Lemma III.l show that 
if {S^ : d € D} is shrinking, then {S^ : d € D} is an 
equicontinuous basis. 
Let {S^ : d Ç D} be a shrinking, weak S.O.B. for V, 
and suppose that V is évaluable. Theorem III.8 shows 
that {S^l is uniformly bounded, so that it follows from 
Theorem II.5 that is an e-S.O.B. for V. Thus we 
have; 
Corollary III.10. A weak, shrinking S.O.B. for an 
évaluable space is an e-S.O.B. 
Theorem III.11. Let [S^ : d € D} be a shrinking S.O. 
B. for V, and suppose that V is évaluable. Then 
{S^ : d Ç D} is a boundedly complete e-S.D.O.B. for V*. 
Proof. In view of Theorem III.8 and Lemma III.l, we 
need prove only that {S^ : d € D} is boundedly complete. 
Let {x^ : d € D} be a strongly bounded net in V* such 
that S*(x^) = Xg, for all e _< d. Since V is évaluable. 
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{x^ : d € D} is equicontinuous [9, p.192, 20.4]. Let f 
be in R(S ). Then \ e 
lim x,(f) = lim x,(S-(f)) = lim S*(x,)(f) = x (f). 
so that {Xj : d € D} converges pointwise on 
U R(S ). 
e€D ® 
Since {x, : d 6 D} is equicontinuous and 
U R(S ) 
e€D ® 
is dense in V, 
lim Xa(f) 
exists for each f in V. Let x be defined by 
x(f) = lim x^(f), 
for all f in V. x is in V* (i.e., x is continuous 
on v) because it is the pointwise limit of an equi-
22 
continuous net. Clearly S^(x) = for all d in D. 
QED 
Theorem III.12. Let : d € D} be a boundedly 
complete S.D.O.B. for a barrelled space V. Then 
{S^ : d Ç D} is a shrinking e-S.O.B. for Y. 
Proof. Note that is equicontinuous, since V 
is barrelled, so that by Lemma III.l, is egui-
continuous. A standard argument (e.g., that used in 
Theorem II.3) shows that : d € D} is an e-S.O.B. for 
Y. Let f be in Y*. Since S^ is a projection, R(S^)* 
and R(Sg) are naturally isomorphic. Since R^S^) is 
finite dimensional and thus reflexive, we can find x^ in 
R(S^) such that for all y in R(S^), y(x^) = f(y). Now 
if e < d, y(x^) = f(y) =y(Xg), for all y in R(S*). 
Thus the totality of R(S*) over RjS^) implies that 
Se(Xd) = Sg(Xg) = Xg, for all e < d. We show that 
{x^ : d € D} is bounded. Let y be in V*. Since 
is equicontinuous, {s^(y) : d € D] is bounded and hence 
{f(S^(y)) : d € D} is bounded. But 
{f(S*(y)) : d€D} = CS*(y)(x^) : d Ç D} = {y(x^) : d€D}. 
Thus {x^ : d € d} is weakly bounded, hence bounded. Since 
{S^ ; d € D} is boundedly complete, there is x in V such 
25 
that S^(x) = x^, for all d in D. Clearly y(x) = f(y), 
for all y in Y, so y(x) = f(y), for all y in Y. 
This argument and the totality of Y over v show that V 
is canonically (algebraically) isomorphic to Y*. But since 
the topology of Y* is the topology of uniform convergence 
on bounded subsets of Y and the topology of V is the 
stronger topology of uniform convergence on weak* bounded 
subsets of V* [9j p.l?!, I8.7 and p.156. If.7], 
[S** ; d € D} is a S.D.O.B. for Y*. QED 
Remark III.13. Under the hypotheses of Theorem III.12, 
V and Y* are isomorphic. Let T be the barrelled 
topology on V and let T' be the topology on V of 
uniform convergence on bounded subsets of Y. We are 
asserting that T = T'. Theorem III.12 shows that T' is 
weaker then T. Let {xy} be a net in V which T ' 
-converges to 0. Let C be a weak* -bounded subset of 
V*. C is strongly bounded [9, p.171, I8.7], so that 
J = U CS^[C] : d € D} is a strongly bounded subset of Y, 
and thus {f(Xj)} converges to 0 uniformly on f in J. 
Let J be the weak* -closure of J. Clearly C is a sub­
set of J. Since {Xj} U {0} can be considered as a set 
of weak* continuous functions on V* and {f(Xj)} 
converges to 0 uniformly for f in the weak* dense sub­
set J of J, {f(Xj)} converges to 0 uniformly for f 
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in J. Thus T cT'. QED 
One obvious, but interesting, application of Theorem 
III.12 and Remark III.I3 is that a Banach space with a 
boundedly complete S.D.O.B. is isomorphic to a conjugate 
Banach space. 
Theorem III.14. Let {S^: d € D] be a S.D.O.B. for 
a quasi-complete space (V,T) (i.e., bounded T-Cauchy nets 
are T-convergent ). Suppose that {S^ : d € D} is a 
shrinking S.O.B. for Y. Then [s^ : d € D} is boundedly 
complete. 
Proof. Note that by Lemma III.2, {S^ : d € D} is 
uniformly bounded, so that by Lemma IIl.l, {S^ : d € D} is 
equicontinuous. Since Y is total over V, we can 
identify V with a subset of Y*. The relativised topology, 
T', induced on V by the strong topology on Y* is the 
topology of uniform convergence on (strongly) bounded sub­
sets of Y. Now the weak* -bounded and strongly -bounded 
subsets of V* agree because V is quasi-complete 
[9, p.170, 18.5], so that the proof of Remark III.I3 shows 
that T is weaker than T '. Let : à c D} be a bounded 
net in V such that S(x^) = x , for all e < d. To 
e ^ u e — 
show that {x^ : d € D} is T-convergent, it is sufficient to 
show that {x^ : d € D} is T-Cauchy. Now {x^ : d € D} is 
T-bounded, hence is equicontinuous on V*. If f is in 
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R(S*), 
lim f(x^) = lim sj(f)(x^) = lim f(Sg(x^)) = ffx^). 
d d d 
Since {x^ : d 6 D} is equicontinuous on V*^ 
lim f(x,) 
d ° 
exists for all f in Y. Define F on Y by 
P(f) = lim f(x^). 
F is continuous on Y, because it is the pointwise limit 
of the equicontinuous net : d € D}. Since : d € D] 
is shrinking, it follows that if B is a bounded subset of 
Y, then 
lim f(x^) = F(f), 
uniformly on f in B. Thus {x^ : d Ç D} is T'-Cauchy, 
hence T-Cauchy. QED 
Theorem III.IS. Let [S^: d € D] be a S.D.O.B. for a 
semi-reflexive space V. Then [S^3 is both shrinking and 
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boundedly complete. 
Proof. Since V is semi-reflexive it follows from 
Lemmas III.3 and III.2 that is uniformly bounded, 
and thus from Lemma III.l that {S^ : d € D} is equi-
continuous. Since V is semi-reflexive, the weak* and 
weak topologies on V* agree, so that our usual argument 
shows that {S^ :d€D} isaS.O.B. for V*. Thus 
{S^ : d 6 D} is shrinking. 
To show that [S^J is boundedly complete, we let 
fx, : d 6 D} be a bounded net in V such that S^(x,) = x_ 
"a e^ a' e 
whenever e < d. We show that [x^:d€D} is weakly 
Cauchy (hence weakly convergent by [g, p.igo, 20.2]). Let 
f be in V* and let s > 0. Since {S^ : d € D} is 
shrinking and {x^ ; d 6 D} is bounded, there is d in D 
such that if d > d, lS^(f)(x^) - f(x^)| < e/2, for all 
i in D. Now suppose that d and e both follow d. 
Pick j in D so that j follows both d and e. Then 
If(x^) - f(Xg)1 < If(x^) - f(Xj) 1 + If(Xj) - f(Xg) 1 = 
= If(S^(Xj)) - f(Xj)1 + 1f(Xj) - f(S^(Xj))I = 
= |S*(f) ( X j )  - f( X j )I + If( X j )  - Sj(f)( X j )I < e. 
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Thus [X^ : d € D} is weakly Cauchy and thus weakly 
converges to, say, x. Clearly S^(x) = x^, for all d 
in D, so {S^ ; d € D] is boundedly complete. QED 
An easy modification of the above proof yields the 
following corollary. 
Corollary III.16. If [Snln=l ^ shrinking S.D.O.B. 
for a weakly sequentially complete space, then is 
boundedly complete. In particular, a shrinking finite 
dimensional Schauder decomposition for a weakly sequentially 
complete space is boundedly complete. 
Theorem III.17. Let {S^ : d € D} be a boundedly 
complete, shrinking S.D.O.B. for V. Then V is semi-
reflexive . 
Proof. Let F be in V**. As in the proof of 
Theorem III.12, for each d in D there is x^ in B^S^) 
such that for all f in R(Sp, ftx^) = F(f), and 
Sg(XD) = XG whenever e < d. We show that {x^ : d € D} 
is bounded. It is sufficient to show that [x^] is weakly 
bounded. Let f be in V*. Then 
But {S^(f) : d € D) is bounded and F is continuous, so 
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that {F(S^(f));d€D3 is bounded. This shows that 
{x^ : d € D} is bounded. Thus there is x in V such 
that S^(x) = x^F for all d in D. Clearly f(x) = F(f), 
for all f in Y. Since x and F are both continuous, 
f(x) = F(f), for all f in Y. But Y = V*, since 
{S^ : d € D} is shrinking. Thus the canonical embedding of 
V into V** is onto, and V is semi-reflexive. QED 
A semi-reflexive space is reflexive iff it is évaluable 
(or, equivalently, barrelled) [9, p.1^4, 20.6 and 20.T]. 
Thus to characterize reflexive spaces which admit a S.D.O.B. 
it is natural to ask what properties a S.D.O.B. in an 
évaluable or barrelled space must have. 
Suppose that V is barrelled (resp. évaluable) and 
{S^ : d € D} is a S.O.B. or S.D.O.B. for V (resp. a 
u.b.S.O.B. or u.b.S.D.O.B. for v). Let f be a bounded 
linear functional on V satisfying the condition that 
lim f(S^(x)) = f(x) 
for all X in V. For each d in D, R(S^) is finite 
dimensional, so that f is continuous on R(S^). Thus 
fo S^ is continuous, for each d in D. But {S^ : d € D} 
is uniformly bounded and f is bounded, so that 
{f o S^ : d € D} is a uniformly bounded net of continuous 
linear functionals on V. It follows from [9, p.191, 20.5] 
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that [f o : d € D} is equicontinuous. Thus f, the 
pointwise limit of {fo : d € D}, is continuous. 
The preceding observation motivates Definition III.I8. 
Definition III.18. Let {S^ : d € D} be a S.O.B. or 
S.D.O.B. for V. {S^ : d 6 D} is full iff every bounded 
linear functional, f, satisfying 
lim f(S,(x)) = f(x) 
d 
for all X in V, is continuous. 
Obviously every S.D.O.B. or S.O.B. for a bound space 
is full. The remarks preceding Definition III.10 prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem III.19. A S.O.B. or S.D.O.B. for a barrelled 
space is full. An u.b.S.O.B. or u.b.S.D.O.B. for an 
évaluable space is full. 
The definition of full bases is similar to Jones' 
definition in [8] of A' Schauder bases. One of Jones' 
results is that if V admits an A' Schauder basis, then 
V* is complete. Theorem III.20 extends this result to full 
S.O.B.'s and full S.D.O.B's. 
Theorem III.20. Let {S^ : d € D} be a full S.O.B. or 
full S.D.O.B. for V. Then V* is complete. 
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Proof. In view of [9j p.l69, 18.4], it is sufficient 
to show that every linear functional which is continuous on 
bounded sets is continuous. But this follows immediately 
from the definition of full. QED 
A similar theorem is the following. 
Theorem III.21» Let {S^ : d € D} be a full S.O.B. 
or full S.D.O.B. for a Mackey space V. Let X be a 
complete locally convex space, and let L(V,x) be the 
space of all continuous linear maps on V into X endowed 
with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets 
of V. Then L(V,X) is complete. 
Proof. As in Theorem III.20, it is sufficient to show 
that every linear map K on V into X which is contin­
uous on bounded sets is continuous. Theorem III.20 
guarantees that such a K is continuous considered as a 
mapping from V into (X,w(X,X*)). But then by [9, p.203-
4, 21-5 and 21.4], K. is Mackey continuous, hence 
continuous. QED 
Remark III.22. We have seen that a barrelled space 
with a S.O.B. or S.D.O.B. has a complete dual space. Since 
it is well known that there is a barrelled space which 
does not have a complete dual space, there is a barrelled 
space which does not admit either a S.O.B. or S.D.O.B. 
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Let V be reflexive and let {S^ : d € D} be a S.D.O. 
B. for V. {S^ : d € D} is shrinking and boundedly com­
plete by Theorem III .I5. V is barrelled [9, p.194, 20 .6], 
so that {S^ : d Ç D} is full by Theorem III.I9. Since V 
is évaluable, every bound absorbing barrel is a neighborhood 
of 0. These observations lead us to consider the follow­
ing theorem. 
Theorem III.23. Let (V,T) be a Mackey space and 
let CS^ : d € D} be a S.D.O.B. for (V,T). Let T' be 
the topology on V which has for a local base the collec­
tion of all bound absorbing barrels in (V,T). Then (V, T) 
is reflexive iff {S^ ; d Ç D} is shrinking, boundedly com­
plete, and full, and {S^ : d € D} is a S.D.O.B. for 
(V,T'). 
Proof. The "only if" part follows from the remarks 
preceding the theorem. To go the other way, note that 
(V,t) is semi-reflexive by Theorem III.I7. Now suppose f 
is a T'-continuous linear functional on V. Note that 
(V,T) and (V,T') have the same bounded sets, so that f 
is a T-bounded linear functional. Since {S^ : d € D} is a 
S.D.O.B. for (V,T') and f is T'-continuous. 
lim f(S^(x)) = f(x) 
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for all X in V. It follows from the fullness of 
{S^ : d € D} that f is T-continuous. Thus T' is 
compatible with the duality (V,V*). Since T is Mackey, 
T = T', so that T is évaluable. QED 
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IV. APPLICATIONS TO BANACH SPACE THEORY 
In this chapter we let X be a Banach space. If 
{S^ : d € D} is an O.B. (resp. a D.O.B.) for X, it follows 
from Theorem II.4 that {S^ : d 6 D} is uniformly bounded. 
If \ > sup{||s^|| : d € D}, we say that {S^ ; d € D} is a 
(resp. a dual TT^) decomposition for X, and X is 
called a ir^ space (resp. a dual tt^ space). 
Lindenstrauss introduced the concept of rr^ spaces in 
order to study Hahn-Banach theorems for compact operators. 
His proof of Lemma 5-1 in [101 shows that a dual tt^ space 
is a TTp space for every p > X, so that the results of 
[10] apply to dual ir^ spaces as well. 
More recently, ir^ spaces (see Definition IV.7) have 
been studied by Michael and Pe/czynski, [12] and [I3]. One 
of their main results is that if K is a compact metric 
space, then C(K) is a ir^ space. 
In this section we relate the concepts of TT^ and 
dual TT^ spaces to the theory of finite dimensional bases 
of subspaces. In particular. Theorem IV.2 shows that every 
separable dual -ir^ space admits a finite dimensional basis 
of subspaces; Corollary IV.6 shows that if X is separable 
and X is a TT^ space for every X > 1, then X admits 
a finite dimensional basis of subspaces. 
The following notation is used in this chapter: If 
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a > Oj B(a) = {x : ||x|| < a}. As usual, I denotes the 
identity operator. C(K) is the Banach space of scalar 
(i.e., real or complex) valued continuous functions on the 
compact Hausdorff space K, endowed with the sup norm. 
is C({i}^_^), where {i}^_^ has the discrete topology. 
Lemma IV.1. Let X be a normed space and let Y be a 
separable subspace of X. Suppose that : d €D; <} is 
an equicontinuous net of linear operators of finite range 
on X which converges pointwise to I. Let M and a be 
positive numbers. Then there is {d^ < ^2 — ^ 5 — ' ' ' ^ c D 
such that 
lira S, (x) = x, 
n-*oo n 
for each x in Y, and S, moves each point of 
•^n+l 
n 
B(M) n sp U R(S, ) 
i=l ^i 
a distance less than a/2^. 
Proof. Let {x.1 be dense in Y. Choose d, in 
D such that LLX^ - (x^^) || < a. Suppose that 
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d, < d^ < d_ < ••• < d have been chosen. Choose d ,, 1— 2— 5~ — n n+1 
in D such that d < d ,, and for each x in 
n — n+i 
A = u [B(M) n sp U R(s, )], 
1 i-x i=i 
|x - S. (x)l| < a/2*. 
*n+l 
This choice is possible because {S^ : d 6 D} converges 
pointwise to I and is equicontinuous, so that the conver­
gence is uniform on compact sets. A is closed, bounded, 
and finite dimensional, hence is compact. Now for each i. 
lim SJ (x.) = X.. 
n-oo '^n^ ^ 1 
Since is dense in Y and {S^ ^n-1 equi-
n 
continuous, {S^ ^n-1 converges pointwise on Y to I. 
n ~ 
QED 
Before proceeding to the main results of this chapter, 
we note that the results of Chapter II show that a sequence 
{Sj^}~_l of operators of finite range on X are the partial 
sum operators associated with a finite dimensional basis of 
subspaces of X iff C^n^n-l both a TT^ decomposition 
and dual TT^ decomposition for X. G({S^}) is then defined 
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t o  b e  s u p { l | s ^ l l a n d  G ( { S ^ } )  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  G r i n b l y u m  
constant of the basis. If G({S^}) = 1, the basis is said 
to be monotone. 
theorem IV.2. Let X be a separable dual TT^ space 
and let M > X. Then X admits a finite dimensional basis 
of subspaces with Grinblyum constant no larger than M. 
Proof. By Lemma IV. 1, we can assume that X has a 
dual TT^ decomposition such that for each n 
and each 
n 
X 6 B(M) N sp U R(S,), 
i=l ^ 
tlx - Sn+i(x)ll < (M - \)/2*. (1) 
For i > n, let = S.S. i•*'S . Now if j > n, 
— n ] ]-l n 
j-1 
(2 )  
If j = n+l, (2) follows from the fact that Hs^|| _< X, 
(l), and the inequality 
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11t^'^^(x)|1 < IISn+iSn(x) - S^(x)l| + l|sjx)l|. 
In general, if (2) holds for j, then for x E B(l) 
l|T^'*'^(x)|| < IISj+iT:(x)|| + |1T^(X)|| 
j-1 
< (M - \)/2^ + [ X 
ii=n 
so that (2) also holds if j + 1 is substituted for j. 
Note that this argument also shows that for x € B(l) and 
j > i > n, 
j-1 
|1t3(X) - T^(x)ll < % (M - X)/2^. (5) 
k=i 
Thus the Cauchy criterion guarantees that 
lim T^(x) j-co n 
exists for each x € X and n = 1,2,5*• Let 
T_ = lim . 
j-oo ^ 
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Clearly each is linear and ||T^|| < M. 
Now for n > m and j > ni, 




Urn S....S„ = t3. 
].-*00 -* 
Thus for n > m, = T^. Similarly, for j >m >n. 





Thus for m>n, T^Tn = ^ n' is, T^Fn = Tmin(n,m)-
We next show that ^'^n^n-1 Pointwise converges to I, 
Since 
U R(S ) 
n=l 
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is dense in X and {^n^n=l equicontinuous, it is 
sufficient to show that for each 
X  € U R(S ), lim T (x) = x. 
n=l n-'oo " 
Let 
00 
X  € U R(S ), 
n=l ^ 
say X  € R(S^), and without loss of generality assume that 
X € B(1). If j > n > i, we have from (5) and (l) that 
l|T^(x) - x|| < 11t^(X) - S^(x)l| + ils^(x) - xll 
j-1 
< [ I (M - X)/2^] + (M - X)/2"-l. 
k=n 
Passing to the limit on j, we get that for n > i. 
< I (M - X)/2^. 
k=n-l 
Passing to the limit on n, we have that 
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lim 11t^(X) - xll = 0. 
n-*oo 
Now for each n. 
and = T^, (4) 
SO that ker(T^) = ker(S^), and thus R(T^) and R(S^) 
have the same dimension. Therefore ^ TTj^^-dual 
TT M 
decomposition for X, and the remarks preceding the 
theorem complete the proof. QED 
Remark IV.3. Using the notation of Theorem IV.2, we 
have from (4) that is an isomorphism from R(S^) onto 
R(T^) with inverse S^. Thus for each n, 
d(R(T^), R(S^)) < MX, where d(A,B) = inf{||T|| • 11t"^1| : T 
is an isomorphism from A onto B}. If each is of 
norm 1, then each T is of norm 1, so that R(T ) 
' n ^ n' 
and R(S^) are isometric. Of course, in this case the 
generated Schauder decomposition is monotone. 
Corollary IV.4. Let X be a dual space and let 
Y be a separable subspace of X. Then there is a separable 
subspace Z of X such that Y c z and Z has a -rr^-dual 
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decomposition. 
Proof. Let {S^ : d € D} be a dual TT^ decomposition 
for X. Using Lemma IV.1, we can find 
{d^ j< dg < d^ < • • • • } c D such that 
lim S. (x) = X, 
n-«oo n 
for each x 6 Y, and S, moves each point of 
^n+1 
n 
sp U R(S, ) n B(l) 
i=l °i 
a distance less than 1/2^. Let 
Z = {x € X : lim S, (x) = x}. 
n-^ n 
Clearly Z is a separable (closed) subspace of X and 
Y c z. Now [S^ ^n=l ^ dual ir^ decomposition for Z 
because each R(S^ ) is a subset of Z. Thus by Theorem 
n 
IV.2 and Remark IV.5 Z has a ir^^-dual TT^ decomposition. 
The proof of the following theorem is very similar to 
the proof of Theorem IV.2, so we omit the details of the 
proof. 
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Theorem IV.5. Let X be a Banach space and let 
{Sj^}^_l be a decomposition for X. Suppose that 
there is a sequence t^n^n-1 that for each n, 
is a linear projection from R(S^^^) onto R(S^), and 
that 
00 
TT = K < oo. 
n=l ^ 
Then X has a finite dimensional basis of subspaces with 
Grinblyum constant no larger than \K. 
Sketch of proof. For n > j, let 
Tj = PjPj+i ^n-l®n* each j, let 
T. = lim t" 
^ n-^» ^ 
(This pointwise limit exists because < XK, and for 
each m, ^^j^n=j+l eventually constant on R(S^).) 
It follows by an argument similar to the used in Theorem 
IV.2 that {^n^n=l ^ Tr^^-dual decomposition for 
X. QED 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem IV,5 and the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [10]. 
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Corollary IV.6. Let X be a separable Banach space 
and suppose that X is a tt^  space for every \ > 1. 
"Then X admits a finite dimensional basis of subspaces. 
Definition IV.7. A TT^ (resp. dual decom­
position [S^ : d € D} is a (resp. dual ir^) decom­
position iff each R(Sg) is isometric to an space. 
It is known [10] that every C(k) space "almost" has 
a ir^ decomposition, {S^ : d 6 D}, in the sense that each 
R(S^) is almost isometric to and that if K is 
contact metric, C(K) is a TT" space [12]. It is not known 
whether every C(K) space is a space. However, 
Theorem IV.8 shows that every C(K) space is a dual 
space. 
Recall that [f c C(K) is a peaked partition of 




is the constant 1 function, and ||f^ll = 1. Sp([f^]?_^) 
is then called a peaked partition subspace, and is 
isometric to (cf., e.g., [12]). 
Theorem IV.8. Let K be compact Hausdorff. Then 
C(K) has a dual IR^ decomposition {S^ : d € D} such that 
each R(S^) is a peaked partition subspace. 
Proof. Let D be the collection of all ordered pairs 
(t^i^i=l* ^*i^i=l^ such that [U^i=i ^ minimal open 
cover of K and 
X .  € U. - U U. 
Partially order D by 
((^i]i=l' [*i]i=l) - (^^j^j=l' 3j=l 
refines and c [y^« It is straight­
forward to verify that D is directed by <. For each 
({Ui}^_l, ^ Dj pick a peaked partition of unity 
such that f^ vanishes outside (hence 
f^(Xj) = 6^j). For each d = (^*i^i=l^ D, 
define the projection by 
n 
Sd(^) ~ X ^^*i)^i' 
i=l 
w h e r e  [ f . ,  is  t h e  p e a k e d  p a r t i t i o n  o f  u n i t y  a s s o c i a t e d  
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with d. If d = is in D, then 
clearly 
ker(S^) = {f € C(K) : f(x^) = ffx^) = ••• = f(X^) = O}. 
Thus if d < e, ker(S^) c ker(S^), and hence = S^. 
Obviously ||S^|| = 1, for all d € D. To complete the 
proof we must show that the net {S^ : d € D; <} pointwise 
converges to I. Let f € C(K) and let e > 0. Choose 
a minimal open cover of K such that if 
[x,y} c Vj, then |f(x) - f(y)1 < e. Suppose 
d  =  ( i s  i n  D  s u c h  t h a t  
refines Then for all x € K, 
m 
|f(x) - S^(f)(x)l = |f(x) - Y, f(xi)^i(x)l = 
i=l 
m m 
= I X fi(x)(f(x) - f(Xi))l < Yj fi(*) I f(x) - f(Xi)l = k, 
i=l i=l 
where (^^=1 is the peaked partition of unity associated 
with d. Now if x € U^, |f(x) - f(x^)| < e, since 




k < ^ f^(x)e = e. 
i=l 
This completes the proof. QED 
Remark IV.9. The proof of Corollary IV.4 shows that 
a separable subspace of a dual space, X, is 
contained in a separable ir^ - dual subspace of X. 
Thus by Theorem IV.8, every separable subspace of C(K) is 
contained in a separable TT^ subspace of C(K). In 
particular, vAien K is compact metric, we have the result 
of Michael and Pe/czynski [151* that C(K) is a 
space. 
Recall that a Hausdorff space K is a Boolean space 
iff the compact-open subsets of K form a base for the 
topology. In [5], Dyer notes that Theorem IV.8 can be 
improved for Boolean spaces: 
Theorem TV.10. If K is a compact Boolean space, 
then C(K) has a TT"^ - dual IR^ decomposition 
{S^ ; d € D} such that for each d € D, R(S^) is spanned 
by the characteristic functions of the elements of a 
pairwise disjoint compact-open cover of K. 
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